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INTRODUCTION
The introduction of new processes and the utilization of increasingly perfect devices
leads to the development of systems providing enormous quantities of data. This trend
makes itself manifest even in the research of motion via the kinematographical
examination method. Yeadon (1994). Wisner (1992) show the basic characteristics for
determining points coordinates of accuracy, precision and resolution system. Dainty
(1987) and McLaughlin (1977) define various sources of error in the process of data
recording and evaluating. The effect of cameras, film materials and recording
frequency on the accuracy system has been examined by French (1981). Angulo (1992)
and Kennedy (1989) are concerned with the accuracy between film and video
techniques. Bate (1993) examined the accuracy of the peak motion measurement
system from the viewpoint of object placement on the plane recorded. Given practical
demands, it is of the utmost importance to obtain a fast transfer of results. Since
some situations (e.g. races) it is impossible to fasten the signs right on the sportsman's
body, the systems for automatic motion record evaluation can't be used well. In this
case it proves convenient to treat the videoanalyser record using more subjects. Mekota
(1985) designates the dependence of the data evaluated by a single person carrying out
the evaluations, as data objectivity. Miller (1973) is concerned with some of the
individual factors associated with the objectivity problem. He emphasizes the necessity
of locating crucial points on the human body. Shapiro (1987) used to ensure that the
video analysis system gave an acceptable representation of digitized points two
experienced with film and one novice. The present study tries to solve the following
questions:
a) What is the difference between the values (angle sizes) obtained by data evaluation
made by more persons ?
b) What part does the evaluator's experience and training play in this difference ?
c) What is the relation between the analysis results obtained by the group of
evaluators and the values obtained by repeated evaluation made by a single person
only?
METHOD
The evaluation of the record was camed out using the system for the kinematic
analysis of ski-jumping developed in our workplace. Within the last two years we have
been able to evaluate by this system about 600 take-offs of a ski-jumper. The motion
record was made during the Intersporttournee held in Innsbruck in 1992 and 1993 resp.
The resolution of the motion analysis system is 0.17% of the field of view. Out of the
coordinates of the defined points on the racer's body angle sizes characterizing the
take-off course of the jumping skier were determined (see Fig. 1). The treatment of the
data obtained went through the following phases:
1. Evaluation of 3 positions of the racer made by a group of 10 persons (physical
culture college students) mastering fundamental knowledge of the system's application,
whose work was not restricted by any external intervention whatsoever.
2. Evaluation of one position made by 30 persons chosen out of the precending
group. Each of these persons took part in an evaluation training (10 practical lessons
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over 3 weeks), where the final location of the points chosen on )the human body was
performed.
3. Comparison of the values obtained by evaluation of one position in a group of 100
jumping skiers. The record obtained was treated by two evaluators. The first of them
was concerned with the longterm work using the system, the second was chosen out of
the group referred to as sub 2. The same person repeated all of the activity after a week
had elapsed, when he had not beeli engaged with the system.
The statistical data elaboration was carried out using the standard programme
STATGRAPIBCS. Basic statistical characteristics, coefficient of variance and pair ttest determinations took place in the process. The objectivity coefficient was set as the
correlation coefficient between the values measured by two separate evaluators (see
sub. 2).
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Figure 1 Fundamental schematic of evaIuation points and of measured angular values
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sub 1) In table 1 there are examples of the fundamental statistical characteristics
obtained by 30 persons for the evaluation of the position on the take-off edge. The
range of tlie variable span in six angles e\r;:li!ated is remarkably high amounting to
6.1w24.G3@(for position 4 m in front of t l i ~edge 12.53630.846 2 m behind 7.59&
32.740). In view of these results, it may well be stated that the mere knowledge of the
anatomical body structure is not suflicie~~t
to o3tain the objectivity required.
Table 1 The angle values obtained after cvaloation by 30 people
Angle
a(:

Mean
60.21

SD

AGn

2.56

54.58

5.I .Y
G 1.91

Range
10.04

Coeif. of variance
4.26

Sub 2) The results obtained by evaluation of one position by 10 persons were
compared to those obtained by 25-fold evaluation of the same position by one
experienced evaluator (tab. 2). The higher variable span in angle a T - aE obtained by
repeated measurement done by one person, was caused by extreme values. The value
of the coefficient of variance in the angles in question proves to be lower than in the
corresponding ones obtained by,the group of 10 evaluators; The differences between
angle sizes obtained by the group of 10 persons are comparable with those arising from
the repeated evaluation performed by one evaluator.

able 2 The comparison between 10 persons (after practice) and 1 experienced
evaluator
Angle
aC
aK
aT
aA
aE

aR

values after evaluation
by lopersons
Range Var.Coeff.
3.50
1.54
3.52
1.14
2.50
4.75
3.83
0.76
5.75
1.44
2.56
1.00

25-fold evaluation by
experienced evaluator
Range Var.Coeff.
4.06
2.10
4.21
1.24
2.83
3.60
4.05
0.57
6.17
1.13
2.27
0.63

Table 3 The fundamental statistical characteristics for the objectivity determination
Angle

EE

NT

NT7

Eex

NT

Eex

NT7

Sub 3) The fundamental statistical characteristics for the obtained data objectivity
determination are to be found in tab. 3. The objectivity coefficient value is over the
range 0.921 - 0.976. The values of the pair t-test are not (except for the angles aT, aE)
statistically significant over 5% of the significance level. For evaluation made after 7
days, the changes of the objectivity coefficient values are not significant (except for
angle a C ), the pair t-test values are, however, statistically significant for all of the
angles over 5 percent of the significance level. The seven-day absence of one of the
evaluators led to a decrease in the accordance of data obtained by two evaluators. The
degree of that man's training had most likely not reached the desired standard.

CONCLUSIONS
Out of the stated results it may well be deduced that the ~ideorecorderevaluafion by
more persons can take place on the following conditions:
- knowledge of the system and a good training of the evaluator,
- unambiguous determination of significant points on the human body,
- study of the laws of motion examined,
- repeated training in the case of a long-term interruption of the work on the system.
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